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Abstract

This document is a project proposal for a system that aims to maintain an optimal vapor

pressure deficit in a closed area called MicroClimate. This document will build on our

Request for Approval with more detail on our objectives, block diagrams, design, and

safety considerations.
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Introduction

Background

Traditional agriculture is effective at producing incredible amounts of energy per

unit of land, but the majority of field crops are not consumed by humans. Speciality

crops such as fruits, vegetables, and herbs require intensive growing practices outdoors

and are often the most sensitive to changes in environment which is becoming an

ever-greater issue considering climate change. Many businesses across the United States

and abroad are attempting to exploit specialty crop production by moving cultivation

indoors and controlling environmental variables in order to maximize yield and quality.

An important variable in a plant's environment is vapor pressure deficit (VPD).

To understand VPD, one must understand relative humidity. The air around us can hold

different amounts of water particles depending on the temperature of the air: for

example, a cubic meter of air can contain 28 grams of water at 86° F, but only 8 grams

of water at 8° F.

VPD is the difference between the amount of moisture in the air and how much

moisture the air can hold when fully saturated. This is important for plant development:

at different stages of growth, plants seek to absorb more or less water from the air.

Controlling the VPD allows for more optimal plant development. The equation for

calculating VPD is as follows [1]:

Where:

is the saturation vapor pressure in PSI,

A = − 1.0440397 × 10^4 , B = − 11.29465, C = − 2.7022355 × 10^−2,

D = 1.289036 × 10^−5,E = − 2.4780681 × 10^−9 ,

F = 6.5459673, and T = T[° F] + 459.67.
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Problem

Automated indoor cultivation solutions often cost thousands of dollars and are

designed for large scale operations exclusively. There is a growing share of individuals

attempting to join small-scale indoor cultivation predominately with the use of closed

growing tents. Hobbyist indoor growers attempting to optimize their yield or research

scientists looking to experiment with environmental variables cannot afford or often

even make use of the industrial scale offered by current market solutions. This lack of

access leads to high fluctuation and poor management of variables like VPD. Current

small-scale solutions are limited to running off-the-shelf humidifiers and heaters and

manually switching them on and off depending on inspected hygrometer readings.

Solution

MicroClimate seeks to act as a small-scale solution to VPD management of a

closed growing environment that implements monitoring and data collection, appliance

actuation, and environmental control in one system. Data acquisition nodes will collect

temperature and humidity readings throughout the growing environment and will

transmit this data to a web-accessible broker. The broker is programmed to reach and

maintain a target VPD set by the user and will toggle the actuators, a space heater,

humidifier, and dehumidifier, which act on the environment to maintain a steady VPD.

This product allows for flexible placement of daisy-chained humidity-resistant

sensors within the closed environment for extensible data collection. Off-the-shelf

appliances such as heaters and humidifiers which are likely already owned by serious

hobbyist or research cultivators will be toggled via a custom power strip. These

subsystems send and receive environmental and control data from a web-accessible

server that runs a control system to maintain target environmental conditions, set by the

user through a web interface.
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Visual Aid

High Level Requirements

Figure 1. A Visual Aid of MicroClimate

High-level Requirements:

● For 95% of operation under our closed growing environment, the VPD must stay

within 10% of our target range.

● Target values/thresholds are able to be set manually through the interface the

Raspberry Pi provides.

● The overseer receives >95% of data sent from data acq nodes and sent control

information is acted on 95% of the time
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Design

Block Diagrams

Overall System Block Diagram

Figure 2. System Block Diagram
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Subsystem 1: Data Acquisition Block Diagram

Figure 3. Data Acquisition Block Diagram
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Subsystem 2: Appliance Control Block Diagram

Figure 4. Appliance Control Block Diagram
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Subsystem 3: Overseer Block Diagram

Figure 5. Overseer Block Diagram

Block Descriptions

System Summary

Microclimate’s 3 main systems are Data Acquisition, Appliance Control, and

Overseer. The temperature and humidity data from inside the growing environment is

collected by the Data Acquisition nodes and sent to the Overseer. Based on current

environmental data and a user-set VPD target, the Overseer will send control signals to

the Appliance Control Nodes. The appliance control nodes, listening to the Overseer,

will enable or disable devices such as heaters and humidifiers via power toggling to alter

the characteristics of the environment, namely the VPD. The Data Acquisition nodes will

poll the environment, and this process will continue, effectively controlling the VPD of

the closed area.
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Subsystem 1: Data Acquisition Summary

The Data Acquisition nodes poll the environment for temperature and humidity

data and output these values to the Overseer. They can be flexibly placed around the

growing environment, but spreading the nodes with a focus on the canopy level is the

suggested layout. The nodes should be small enough to not disrupt plant growth.

Microcontroller

We will be using an ESP32WROOM32E [2], a SoC MCU with built-in WiFi, I2C

support, flash, and antenna. This chip speeds development by allowing us to avoid the

pains of implementing a WiFi interface via UART. Power will be delivered at 3.3V from

a linear regulator. The MCU will store a buffer of sensor readings locally and send these

readings to the Overseer subsystem via WiFi and MQTT.

Temperature and Humidity Sensor

A combined temperature and humidity sensor probe will be used to poll the

environment. The SEN0385 probe is based on the SHT3x-DIS humidity and

temperature sensor IC which uses I2C for communication [3].

Enclosure

The Data Acquisition nodes will be inside our closed growing environment which

can reach humidities of 85%. The enclosure will protect the electronics from excess

water buildup. The 69945K921 from McMaster-Carr is a watertight enclosure that

measures 2” x 2-⅝” X 1-¾” [4], which could be suitable for our nodes.

AC/DC Adapter, Jacks, and Cord

The Data Acquisition nodes will be supplied by power from an AC to DC wall wart

that outputs in the range of 9V-15V DC. Power will be delivered from the wart to the first

board via the included cable and a soldered power jack. To supply power to the other
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boards, a second output power jack will be soldered and connected to the input to allow

for a passing through of the input power to the next board in the chain. Effectively, we

are daisy chaining the power for the nodes. Something akin to the TMEZON 12 Volt 2A

Power Adapter Supply will suit our needs, with an appropriately sized barrel jack.

As we are running power over an extended distance, the resistance of the power

cord may lead to a non-negligible drop in voltage. We choose to run at a higher DC

voltage than required by our system so we have additional room for losses. At each

node, the voltage will be regulated to 3.3V.

Linear Regulator

A SMD linear regulator that accepts an input voltage of 5-12V and outputs 3.3V

will be ideal for our implementation. The LD1117S33CTR meets these requirements

neatly [5].

Requirements and Verification

The requirements and verification techniques for those requirements for the Data

Acquisition nodes can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1: Requirements and Verification for Data Acquisition Nodes

Component Requirements Verification

Microcontroller 1: Must be able to transmit

data over WiFi from within

tent at over 1 Mbits/S

2: Must operate on and be

able to set GPIO at 3.3V +/-

5% DC

1A: Place two nodes, one enclosed,

and send fixed size files at max

speed for 10 seconds. Measure

total files transmitted and divide.

2A: Use multimeter to measure

GPIO outputs with logic high

(3.3V) and logic low (0V) set.

2B: Enable internal pull-up and

pull down on GPIO pin, measure

output voltage, and set the wire

high or low with another 3.3V

signal. Measure again.

Temperature

and Humidity

Sensor

1: Must poll environment with

accuracy of +/- 5%

2: Must be able to take more

than 10 readings per minute

3: Probes are resistant to high

humidity (>85% RH)

environment

1A: Take 10 measurements with

sensor and compare to

off-the-shelf hygrometer reading.

2A: Determine max sampling rate

via I2C and validate parameters.

3A: Place probes in consistent,

high humidity environment for 24

hours and take periodic readings.

Enclosure 1: Prevent enclosure interior

humidity from exceeding 60%

at and above 70° F

1A: Take internal humidity

readings with a sensor when the

enclosure is placed in a

high-humidity environment.

AC/DC Adapter,

Jacks, and Cord

1: Be able to provide a voltage

>= 5V DC at a distance of 20

feet from 120V AC

2: Must not fail after repeated

bends

3: Must handle maximum 1A

across jacks and cord

1A: Use a voltmeter to check if

output voltage exceeds 5V DC over

25 feet run of wire.

2A: Bend cord end 50 times and

check continuity.

3A: Put a small  resistive load

(100mA) at the end of the circuit

to test continuity and heat. Step up

resistive load until target is met.
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Table 1. (Continued)

Linear Regulator 1: Provide 3.3V +/- 1% from a

5-12V source

2: Can operate within

0-300mA

3: Maintain stability below

250° F

1A: Measuring the output using an

oscilloscope, ensuring it stays

within 1% of 3.3V.

2A: Use a resistive load to deliver

at most 300mA through the linear

regulator, and measure the output

current and voltage using a

multimeter.

3A: During verification for

requirement 1, use an IR

thermometer to ensure IC stays

below 250° F.

Subsystem 2: Appliance Control Summary

The Appliance Control Node serves to provide controllable power to each

individual appliance. This node will  use a microcontroller to send control signals to

relays, allowing power from the wall to flow through or not flow through to the output

outlet. The purpose of the node is to individually control each appliance that is plugged

into the node, allowing for better control of environment variables.

Microcontroller Unit

The microcontroller unit is the controller of the Appliance Control Nodes. It

consists of a microcontroller, power in, linear regulator, and headers for data and power

out. The microcontroller we will be using is a ESP32WROOM32E [2]. This will

continuously pull control data from the Broker using the MQTT protocol. That data will

be used to then turn on or off the signal wires that go to the relays. More specifically, the

data wires will be connected to a set of headers that will then be wired to the relay units.

The unit takes in a 5VDC power through a barrel jack. This power goes to a set of

headers that will send the 5VDC to the relay modules in order to power them. This

power will also go through a linear regulator to take the 5VDC to 3.3VDC and deliver
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that to the ESP32WROOM32E. The linear regulator that will be used is the

LD1117S33CTR which can convert the 5VDC to 3.3VDC [5].

Relay Module

The relay of choice is the Omron G5LE. This relay has an operating voltage of

5VDC and provides a maximum switching voltage of 250VAC [6], which is more than

enough for this project. The relay also has a long operation lifetime of a minimum of

100,000 switches. The Hot wire from the wall will connect to the NO (Normally Open)

connection on the relay, and the output of the relay (COMM) will go straight to the

output outlet. This will ensure the power will only flow to the output when the

microcontroller sets the control signal to high. The relays will be paired up and placed

on modules, more specifically the Pololu Basic 2-Channel SPDT Relay Carrier [7]. This

allows for fewer wires as the module takes on power input and gives it to both relays and

for better organization of the overall Appliance Control unit.

Power: AC/DC Converter and Linear Regulator

The power from this unit will come from a wire plugged into the wall which will

then “split” into two parts: a AC/DC converter to power the relays and microcontroller

and the wires that will go through the relays and to the output outlet. In order to power

the relays, we need 5VDC. This can be accomplished by using a Facmogu DC 5V 2A

Power Adapter. This converter can be used as the length of the wire will be relatively

small, so the DC drop over the wire is negligible.  The output of this converter will go to

a barrel jack connector on the microcontroller unit. This 5VDC will then be routed to the

relays through header pins on the microcontroller unit. As mentioned earlier, since

ESP32WROOM32E requires 3.3VDC for power, the LD1117S33CTR linear regulator will

take the 5VDC down to a suitable level for the microcontroller. In addition, this linear

regulator provides the required amperage for the microcontroller. For the output wires,

the three wires that compose the 120VAC line will be separated. The ground and neutral

wires will be wired up to all of our output outlets. The hot wire on the other hand will go

through the relays and then arrive at the outlet depending on the control signals.
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Requirements and Verification

Table 2: Requirements and Verification for Appliance Control node

Component Requirements Verification

Appliance Control

Node

1: Must be able to set output

voltages of multiple outlets in order

to control appliances

2: Must provide enough power to

allow appliances to work at full

capacity

3: Relays must accurately allow a

120VAC voltage through given a

high coil voltage

4: Must use control signals from

Broker using WiFi and MQTT

protocol to set output voltages

1A: Plug an appliance into

the circuit and ensure that

the appliance turns on per

a ‘ON’ control signal or off

on a  ‘OFF’ signal

2A: Measure or research

appliance power intake

and measure power output

at each output outlet.

3A: Test output voltage

from the relay when the

coil voltage is high against

when it is low

4A: See Microcontroller

Verification

Microcontroller

Unit

1. Must be able to

communicate and receive

data over WiFi using the

MQTT protocol from Broker

at speeds greater than 5

Mbits/s

2. Must convert 5VDC to 3.3

VDC for powering the

microcontroller

3. Must output 5VDC at power

out headers

4. Must set correct 3.3VDC

output signals based on data

from the Broker

5. Must output appropriate

3.3VDC signal at control

headers

1A: Connect the

microcontroller to the

Broker and send an

acknowledge from the

broker to the

microcontroller

2A: Measure the voltage

before and after the linear

regulator

2B: Must be within 5% of

3.3VDC to be successful

3A: Measure voltage at all

power out headers and

ensure it is within 5% of

5VDC

4A: Set a sample variable

to ‘ON” or ‘OFF’ on the

broker and measure the
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Table 2. (Continued)

output at the associated

GPIO pin on the

microcontroller

5A: In conjunction with 4,

test that the output voltage

at the related control

header is also 3.3VDC +/-

5% VDC.

Subsystem 3: Overseer

The overseer subsystem is responsible for reading sensor data, determining what

actuators must be turned on/off (based on a control systems algorithm), and sending

the appropriate instruction signals to the appliance control subsystem. Further, it sends

sensor data to be displayed to the Raspberry Pi and also receives new thresholds(from

RPI user interface) to adjust its control system logic. All of these MCU communications

are done via MQTT.

Microcontroller/Broker

We will be using an ESP32WROOM32E [2], a SoC MCU with built-in WiFi, I2C

support, flash, and antenna. This broker will be placed closely outside the growing

environment because its communication to other subsystems is wireless. The broker will

determine what actuators to turn on/off based on the sensor data it receives from our

data acquisition subsystem, as well as thresholds determined by the user via the

Raspberry Pi interface. The broker will also wirelessly send sensor data to be displayed

to the Raspberry Pi. This microcontroller will be instantiated as a WiFi Access Point(AP)

and communicate with the sensor nodes and appliance control subsystem via MQTT

network protocol.
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Interface

We will be using a Raspberry Pi Model B. The Raspberry Pi will act as the user’s

way to instantiate temperature and humidity thresholds that he or she deems fit for the

optimal growth of their plants. The Raspberry Pi will host a website that will display an

interface for users to toggle humidity and temperature thresholds of their choosing. If

these thresholds are changed, that data will be sent via MQTT to the broker and

implemented in the MCU’s control system logic.

Power

To provide power to the overseer subsystem we will utilize an AC/DC adapter,

linear regulator, and a cord. We will use an AC to DC wall wart to supply power from an

output in the range of 5.1V DC. Power will be delivered from the wall wart and through a

linear regulator, where it will drop the voltage to 5.1V. From there, it will be connected

to the broker Raspberry Pi Model B. The Raspberry Pi Model B outputs a 3.3V signal

through a GPIO pin which can be connected with a wire to supply power to the

ESP32WROOM32E. Similar to the data acquisition subsystem, something like the

TMEZON 12 Volt 2A Power Adapter Supply should be appropriate.

As we are running power over an extended distance, the resistance of the power

cord may lead to a non-negligible drop in voltage. We choose to run at a higher DC

voltage than required by our system so we have additional room for losses. At each

node, the voltage will be regulated to 3.3V.

A SMD linear regulator that accepts an input voltage of 5-12V and outputs 3.3V

will be ideal for our implementation. The LD1117S33CTR meets these requirements

neatly.

Requirements and Verification

The Requirements and Verification for the Overseer node can be found in Table

3.
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Table 3: Requirements and Verification for Overseer node

Component Requirements Verification

Overseer 1: Broker MCU be able to transmit

data to Raspberry Pi outside of the

tent at over 5 Mbits/S. And

vice-versa.

2: Broker MCU must operate on

and 3.3V and Raspberry Pi must

operate on 5.1 V, 2.1A . Also, Broker

be able to set GPIO at 3.3V +/- 5%

DC

1A: Place these two nodes

apart and send fixed size

files at max speed for 10

seconds. Measure total

files transmitted and

divide.

2A: Use a multimeter to

measure GPIO outputs

with logic high (3.3V) and

logic low (0V) set.

2B: Enable internal pull-up

and pull-down on the

GPIO pin, measure output

voltage, and set the wire

high or low with another

3.3V signal. Measure

again.
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Tolerance Analysis

The Overseer Subsystem is critical to MicroClimate and is the brain of the entire

system. In specific, the Broker MCU(ESP32-WROOM-32) is responsible for reading

data from the Data Acquisition subsystem, pulling user-inputted thresholds from the

Raspberry Pi, computing a control systems algorithm that makes decisions about

actuator toggling, and sending the appropriate data to the appliance control subsystem.

So when it comes to the overseer, timing is very important because the system needs to

respond accurately to the real-time needs of the plant. Along with timing,

understanding the environmental-altering ability of our actuators, heaters and

humidifiers, is crucial to the success of our project. The accuracy of our sensors is

paramount to understanding our environment, which is the foundation of all other

subsystems.

VPD and Actuators

Along with the timing of the messages, the ability of the heater and humidifier to

heat up and increase the humidity of the environment are crucial to MicroClimate’s

function. If either is placed incorrectly relative to the growing environment or simply

lacks the power to impact the environment sufficiently, new temperature and humidity

targets must be made. As VPD relates to both temperature and humidity non-linearly,

there are many potential configurations of these variables to achieve the goal VPD.

Figure 12 shows the sliding nature of the target VPD for an example crop.
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Figure 12: Common VPD targets and their relationship with temperature,

humidity, and growth stage [8].

Based on previous experiences with off-the-shelf heating elements and the

insulating properties of a grow tent, I expect temperatures in the range of 60-75° F to be

attainable for extended durations of time, while humidity has a much wider range from

35-75%. With this in mind, our control system will aim to select temperature and

humidity values within this range to meet the VPD target. Using the VPD equations

found in [1], the range of VPD that can be achieved from these parameters is graphed in

figure 13. The overseer control system will aim to achieve temperature and humidity

values within these ranges.
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Figure 13: The available range VPD given constrained temperature, graphed at varying

humidity levels.

The Overseer will have to run a small control system to maintain VPD for our

environment. To achieve this, target temperature and humidity values will be derived

within the Raspberry Pi unit and sent to the broker MCU, where the control takes place.

The exact time-to-rise and time-to-settle of VPD varies drastically depending on

multiple factors: the difference between the current VPD and target VPD, heater and

humidifier output capacity, and the quality of the seal of the environment. Plant growth

is a relatively slow process on the human timescale and incredibly slow on the

microelectronics timescale, so room for variance is afforded.

Given the assumption of a 2’ x 4’ x 6’ tent at room conditions, there is

approximately 1.757 kg of air with a total heat capacity of 1779.1 joules/° K [9]. A 1500

W space heater can produce > 5000 BTUs, which translates to over 500,000 joules [10].

A 10° K difference in temperature will result in a total need of 17780.84 J, which is well

in the capacity of a space heater. The heater can take a significant amount of time for

this temperature to settle: if the temperature cannot be achieved within 1 hour, a lower
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temperature target and corresponding humidity target will be chosen to reach the same

VPD.

Timing

Based on previous IoT projects, wireless latency between ESP32 devices is usually

in the 10-30ms. Let’s say that sensor A sends a signal to the broker to turn off the

humidifier at t=0 sec, and because of additional CPU requirements at the time of the

ESP32 it takes a total of 30*3=90 ms(including 30ms computation time) to reach the

MCU board in the appliance control module. At t=10ms, sensor B sends a signal to the

broker to turn on the humidifier, however it only takes 50 ms in total to reach the

appliance control subsystem. We want to have the latest data, however if this happens

the worst possible loss of data would be a difference of 40ms. This is miniscule in terms

of the success of the control systems algorithm, and certainly won’t affect the plants’

overall health.

Sensors

The sensor probes we are using to monitor the environment are the DFRobot

SEN0385 with temperature and humidity ranges well within our environment limits

(-40 - 125° C, 0-100% RH) and accuracies of ±0.2° C and ±2% RH [11]. With these

ranges and the rapid polling capability in mind, a consistent and quality understanding

of the environment is expected. Our sensors will be strategically placed at plant canopy

level, where the majority of the leaves are, in order to get the most useful readings of the

VPD the plant experiences.
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Ethics and Safety

Ethics

MicroClimate will adhere to the fullest extent of the IEEE [12] and ACM [13]

ethical codes. In our design, we will put ethical, sustainable, and safe practices at the

forefront. We will also make sure that each of us uphold and practice these ethics

guidelines.

We will  ensure that we are lawful in our design and will not use anyone else’s

work without proper permissions and crediting those works. In our design process, we

will make sure that any decisions we make are fully and unambiguously lawful and safe.

When we are doing research on our design and ways to implement it, if we are to use

any previously implemented or researched ideas we will be sure to properly cite the

work. In case of technical issues, we will ask and graciously accept advice. Within our

group, we have a Discord server where we share ideas, ask questions, and make

decisions. This is also where we give feedback on each other’s ideas and designs,

creating a singular area where all design decisions are born and finalized. When we run

into technical issues that we cannot solve, we will reach out to the appropriate channels

for help, such as Office Hours.

We will also treat all peers, course staff, and members of our team with the

utmost respect. As mentioned before, to foster an environment of teamwork within our

group, we have a Discord server that serves as an open forum. Other technologies we

will be using to continue having a smooth team experience are Google Drive for sharing

files and a GitHub for version control of code and schematics. We will be having

meetings at least once a week to check on progress by ensuring everyone is fulfilling

their responsibilities and adhering to expectations.
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Our design will avoid harm not only to ourselves, but any who use it. As

explained in the following section, our design will take the utmost care to ensure that we

are not harmed during any part of the building phase of the project. In addition, our

project will have multiple safeguards to ensure that users will be safe from physical

harm from our project. Ensuring our design does not do harm includes ensuring the

system is secure and will not violate our user’s privacy. As outlined further in the Safety

section, any data that is generated will remain within the system and used only for the

purposes outlined in this document.

Safety

There are a multitude of safety concerns involved with this project. In terms of

electrical safety, a particular concern is related to the Appliance Control nodes. These

nodes will be dealing with 120VAC from a wall outlet. In order to ensure we are safely

working with this high voltage, a variety of precautions will be in place. First and

foremost, we will all follow every ECE 445’s guideline with working with high voltage,

including any training that is needed. When working with anything that will touch the

120VAC, the plug must be out of the wall for at least 5 minutes beforehand and it must

be checked for any current before any work can be done. While working on the wiring,

appropriate tools will be used and PPE must be worn [14]. Finally, we will be sure to

work in a safe environment, that is an environment that is free of obstacles and hazards,

including moisture.

Our Appliance Control node design will include a Ground Fault Circuit

Interrupter (GFCI), ensuring we and the users are safe from electric shocks in this

subsystem. We will also be sure to double and triple check any appliances used to make

sure that they will not require too much power draw, therefore reducing the risk of an

electrical fire.  To protect users of MicroClimate, there must be no exposed wiring and

all wiring must be properly insulated and secured. In addition, a manual, physical

switch will be added to allow the user to stop the flow of electricity. All wiring and the

PCB’s will also be enclosed.
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For our Data Acquisition nodes, we will have an enclosure that is watertight to

not only protect the electronics inside, but also to provide a safe operating environment

for the user and their plants.

Safety also involves data safety and privacy. Any data sent from the Data

Acquisition nodes or Overseer nodes will be over a private, secure network. There will be

no ability to access data from outside the system except where we allow it to be seen

from a website. All data will only be used for the purposes outlined in this proposal and

will only be stored locally within the system for logging and monitoring purposes.
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